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Evernote                                                                  iOS and Android
Evernote makes it easy to remember things big and small from your everyday 
life using your computer, phone, tablet and the web.

Dropbox                                                                  iOS and Android 
Dropbox is a free service that lets you bring your photos, docs, and videos 
anywhere and share them easily. Never email yourself a file again!

PDF Expert                                                                      iOS Only
PDF Expert lets you read and annotate PDF documents, highlight text, make 
notes, draw with your finger and save these changes which are compatible with 
Preview and Adobe Acrobat! Moreover, PDF Expert is the only iPad application 
that can fill in PDF forms!

DocuSign                                                                iOS and Android
Sign documents and get signatures quickly and easily from your iPad or iPhone. 
A must-have app that will save you time and eliminate the need to print, fax or 
mail documents and forms for signature.

Realty Nuance                                                        iOS and Android
or similar transaction management program like Docusign Transaction Room or 
Dotloop

Google Earth                                                          iOS and Android
Explore the world from the palm of your hand with Google Earth. Fly around the 
planet with a swipe of your finger.

Skitch                                                                      iOS and Android
Skitch is an easy-to-use,  app that helps you capture, edit and markup your 
screen captures and images with shapes and comments.
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Scannable                                                                        iOS Only
Scannable moves paper forward. Scan contracts, receipts, business cards, and 
any paper that comes your way. Save or share documents instantly and move 
on.

Penultimate                                                                      iOS Only
Penultimate is the award-winning digital handwriting app for iPad that combines 
the natural experience of pen and paper with power of Evernoteʼs sync and 
search features. Lose the paper, keep the handwriting.

Notes Plus                                                                       iOS Only
Notes Plus allows mixing handwriting and typed text easily for note taking on 
iPad. It also allows sound recording while taking notes. It provides close-up 
writing mode and a line smoothing algorithm to make hand writing looks like 
hand writing on paper.

iBooks                                                                              iOS Only
You can open PDF documents, such as a PDF attached to an email, with 
iBooks. When you view a PDF email attachment, simply tap "Open in iBooks," 
located in the upper-right corner of the screen. iBooks will open and you'll be 
able to view your PDF using the iBooks app.

Keynote                                                                           iOS Only
Keynote is all you need to create, edit, and give stunning presentations straight 
from your iPhone or iPad.

BombBomb                                                             iOS and Android
BombBomb makes it easy to use simple videos to Build Relationships through 
email, text and social media. Manage your relationships, videos and emails with 
only a few taps. 

1 Password                                                             iOS and Android
1Password creates strong, unique passwords for every site, remembers them 
all for you, and logs you in with a single tap.

Trello                                                                       iOS and Android
Whether you're planning a surprise birthday party for your best friend, writing an 
epic screenplay, tracking million-dollar sales leads, or just making a list of stuff 
to get done this weekend, Trello makes sure you're organized and on top of it 
all.
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Mailbox                                                                   iOS and Android
Mailbox is a completely redesigned inbox that makes email light, fast, and 
mobile-friendly. Quickly swipe messages to your archive or trash. Scan an entire 
conversation at once with chat-like organization. Snooze emails until later with 
the tap of a button — theyʼll return to your inbox automatically so you can focus 
on what's important now.

Any.DO                                                                   iOS and Android
Remember all the tasks you want to-do and make sure you get them done. Key 
benefits: Seamless cloud sync, Speech recognition, Alerts, Any.do Moment, 
Snooze tasks, Google Task Sync, Notes, Sub tasks, Amazing Widgets, 
Repeating / Recurring Tasks, Missed call, Auto complete.

Open Home Pro                                                      iOS and Android
You will be up and running in minutes and be able to capture, download and 
action lead information faster than ever before. No more Mondays spent 
deciphering visitorsʼ handwriting and typing details into a spreadsheet or CRM.

MagicPlan                                                               iOS and Android
With MagicPlan quickly create professional floor plans & work estimates. It 
measures your rooms and draws floor plan just by taking pictures. Simply add 
objects, annotations, photos and attributes to generate reports or complete 
estimates.

RoomScan Pro                                                                 iOS Only
RoomScan Pro draws floor plans all by itself - just touch each wall with your 
phone!

Mortgage Calculator Pro                                                  iOS Only
This is a handy tool for anyone that is in the market for a home, or wants to see 
exactly what principle vs. interest in their current loan.

Hootsuite                                                                 iOS and Android
Share and schedule posts from your Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn 
accounts all from one app.
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Page Manager                                                        iOS and Android
Pages Manager helps admins connect with their audience and keep up with 
activity on multiple Pages, all in one place.

IF                                                                             iOS and Android
IF connects the apps you love.
Create simple connections between apps like Facebook, Dropbox, Instagram, 
Twitter, and Gmail, as well as devices like your iPhone, Nest Thermostat, Fitbit, 
and Philips Hue.
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